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Recommendations

Founders: You’re not selling privacy

1. Few people care about privacy in the enterprise. Internalise that. Build a business, not a public good.
2. Don’t sell technology, sell solutions. Be clear which problems are getting solved: data liability; using personal data; outsourcing risk; collective processing; or data acquisition. And be sure to answer why this is the right balance of security, cost and performance to solve the problem.
3. Focus on the pain today. Grow from there. This is generally obvious in start-up-land, but oftentimes start-ups in this field try to solve a problem that doesn’t exist yet. Founders need to reduce risk for their customers first; then solve issues of collective processing and data acquisition. As you expand your footprint in your customers’ organisation, target the growing collaborative computing opportunity.

Investors: PETs are creating borderless computing infrastructure

1. PETs are a data management tool first, and a privacy tool second. Dismissing PETs because privacy isn’t a large enough consumer market or GDPR compliance isn’t investable is missing the opportunity.
2. The terms privacy-enhancing technology is misleading. Partnership-enhancing technologies and collaborative computing are better frames for investors, and should be attractive to any investor covering Cloud, b2b SaaS, enterprise, big data, or AI.
3. PETs are enabling data markets. A good way of viewing PETs is as a data market driver and for investors with investments in enterprise software, a portfolio value multiplier. Enabling businesses to generate value from internal data will unlock big revenue opportunities. But enabling businesses and markets to collaborate and compute on shared data is the next era in the data economy.

Policymakers: PETs support digital free trade

1. Policymakers must untangle different market failures. Problems of monopoly power require different solutions than issues resulting from individual reasoning failures from trading privacy for information goods. Natural monopolies and reasoning failures will have different policy instruments.
2. Be aware PETs offer a viable market solution to the privacy problem. Before using regulatory tools, supporting the development and commercialisation of PETs can have powerful positive externalities and drive innovation.

3. Consider PETs in the broader context of data policy and digital markets. PETs support markets and economic growth, while privacy regulation (and legal ruling like Schrems II) protects individual rights at the cost of growth. Individual rights and economic growth do not need to be at odds. PETs can square the circle: protecting individual rights while supporting trade and growth. If Government’s want to support free trade, then PET-enabled digital free trade is a crucial policy area to support.
Executive Summary

Privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) are coming of age. The tools are maturing, but mostly, it’s because Gartner says so. Well no, actually it’s because the market is beginning to understand what they can be used for and how that helps their business. First it’s for compliance but more importantly and less well-understood it’s for collaboration. Kicked off by GDPR and the wider public conversation around privacy, organisations have been forced to prioritise how they manage personal data. PETs are tools that can bring privacy features to a whole host of applications including important areas like encrypted databases and anonymous communication networks which are not covered in this paper. We explore the role PETs play in computing: specifically how they address data liability, outsourcing risk, and processing personal information, as well as opening up new opportunities for collective processing and data acquisition. We see differential privacy, synthetic data, trusted execution environments (TEEs), verifiable computation, zero-knowledge protocols, federated learning, secure multi-party computation (MPC), and homomorphic encryption as solutions to reduce risks. But some of them, especially MPC, federated learning and homomorphic encryption, open up never before possible opportunities around data collaboration. This is not the story of compliance (that would be a boring story). It is the story of how sharing beats hoarding and digital ecosystems beat monopolies. It’s a good versus evil story.

PET adoption is being driven by five surprisingly non-tech trends. First, compliance legislation essentially created a market for privacy tech in the enterprise, raising the issue higher on the CTOs to-do list. Second, migration to the cloud has now reached business critical software and sensitive workloads, and with it comes risks that need more than just expensive and ineffective SLAs. Third, digital ecosystems, too, are increasing the need for multi-party coordination. Few organisations have all the necessary skills, data, and capacity to generate cutting-edge insights alone. The FAANG companies have to spend millions to do the sort of cutting-edge machine learning to drive their products. One way to solve this problem is to collectively work with partners and customers on inputs and share the outputs securely. Fourth is the fact talented people continue to develop PETs as a form of civic engagement rather than primarily for the money. For many people, especially technologists, protecting privacy is a political goal and human right. This means we see far more development than what might be expected from the size of the market. Finally, and related to civic technology, is the cryptocurrency market. This largely unregulated and dynamic market...
provides an experimental breeding ground with users who are both philosophically and commercially aligned to protecting privacy. The hardest thing for a start-up is to find customers with a strong enough pain point to buy a totally new and half-finished product from a company likely to be out of business in 12 months. The crypto market despite its flaws, has plenty of these customers, perfect for a fledgling privacy start-up.

That’s where the good news ends. There are lots of market restraints that we expect to slow the adoption of PETs. First, the common lack of market education and lack of talent which stalks the PET market. But that is normally the case for all new technologies and is generally overcome eventually. Second, PETs are expensive. at least compared to the alternative of processing data ‘in-the-clear’ without encryption. That said, PETs, at least not yet, are not competing to be cheaper or faster. The tools are superior in one dimension: hiding the inputs, operation and/or outputs of computation. Some customers consider this a huge pain point and are willing to solve it today. Over time and with investment, performance will improve so that it is no longer materially different than non-PET tools. At least for products that are closer to the application-specific end of the spectrum rather than general-purpose. Another issue, and one that is unlikely to go away with more resources and money; integration is particularly difficult because the entire development environment is different. Any integration with other software opens up a new and ongoing privacy risk which in turn makes development and maintenance expensive. This isn’t the case with TEEs and synthetic data however, so we can expect these tools to find a market faster. The final problem is a lack of buyer sophistication, this is the risk that buyers don’t value security highly enough to buy ‘good’ PETs versus software that just claims to protect privacy or be secure. The positioning of PETs as partnership tools as proposed in this paper, does make this less of a restraint by changing the buyer and the value proposition.

Looking at the drivers and restraints, we predict PETs will have a major impact on the cloud and machine learning markets. We expect TEEs to become widespread in cloud environments, but software-based cryptographic PETs will have less of a market meaning the value-chain is unlikely to change. The same is true of machine learning. The move to partnership-enhanced machine learning, enabled by the widespread use of federated learning for greater access to data, will grow the market but not upend the market. Vendors will placate the public and rile up privacy campaigners with “data doesn’t leave your phone” slogans. PETs in the context of the Cloud and machine learning essentially grow the market and entrench current incumbents. Once PETs become a part of the corporate software stack, the real value can be unlocked: collaborative computing.
Expect the emergence of a larger, (maybe not global as the Splinternet becomes ever more entrenched), liquid computing and data market. We will move from cumbersome bi-lateral and multilateral data owner-data processor relationships to a more dynamic, algorithmically driven data processing and analytics market. Basically programmatic advertising exchanges but for all computing tasks. The reason not to collaborate is the fear of exposing data or confidential information. If that can be mitigated, collaboration will thrive. Owners and processors, buyers and sellers can operate in a zero-trust environment making collaboration cheaper, faster, and easier.

We predict collaborative computing to be the largest new technology market to develop in the 2020s. By 2030, data marketplaces enabled by PETs, in which individuals, corporates, machines and Government’s trade data securely, will be the second largest ICT market after the Cloud.

“PETs are partnership technologies first, privacy technologies second. Let’s call them partnership-enhancing technologies. Once the value proposition becomes obvious to the market, we predict that by 2030 a collaborative computing market will be one of the largest markets in the technology industry.”

We recommend founders, investors and policymakers prepare:

- **Founders** need to sell increased revenues, not the technology. Be clear exactly which problems are being solved: data liability, personal data processing, risk of outsourcing to third parties, collective processing, or data acquisition, and why your answer is the right balance of security, cost and performance is the most efficient solution. If you want to tap into the bigger opportunity: sell collaboration not privacy.

- **Investors** should understand PETs in the context of borderless digital infrastructure for the Cloud and machine learning, effectively tools that can grow the market for most software today.

- **Policymakers** should think of PETs as tools to support open societies and digital free trade. More specifically these tools can be a programmatic complement for regulation offering the potential to close the gap between the speed of innovation and the speed of regulation. Using PETs to augment laws, has the advantage of protecting privacy but also encouraging innovation and economic growth.
Part 1

The Future
What are privacy-enhancing technologies and what problems do they solve? Two great questions. PETs are a class of technical measures designed to preserve the privacy of individuals or groups. We consider differential privacy, federated learning, homomorphic encryption, multi-party computation, synthetic data, trusted execution environments, verifiable computation, and zero-knowledge proofs as the main PETs. For an in-depth look at the market today including technical readiness, application areas and use cases, read Part 1 of our PET Insight Series.

In order to make predictions, it’s important not just to know the solutions, but the problems these techniques might solve. Readers familiar with the market will know PET-based products today are predominately pitched to address business risk, three problems in particular:

1. Data liability: the legal problem of collecting personal information
2. Outsourcing risk: the risk of using a third-party provider to process data
3. Processing personally identifiable information (PII): the challenge of processing datasets with PII in it

whilst remaining compliance with privacy legislation

There are two more problems that are rarely seen as problems PETs can solve, but will be crucial in the adoption of PETs:

4. Collective processing: the opportunity to combine data with different parties for shared processing
5. Data acquisition: the need for more data to train machine learning algorithms

No single technique will solve all of the problems. Techniques are suited to one of more particular problem and require different design trade-offs. Nevertheless, understanding the sorts of problems that can be solved with PETs is crucial in predicting adoption and weighting the probability of different scenarios. And with that...

Welcome to the future It’s 2030 and the stock market is all meme stocks. Sorry. But Elon did get us to Mars so it was all worth it. And despite the barriers, partnership enhancing technologies have transformed computing. Privacy-enhancing technologies, so called PETs, are like privacy wrappers around cloud infrastructure and machine learning.

---

1 Trusted execution environments could be considered a hardware-based verifiable computation technique for our framework. However on balance, we decided it was worth pulling it out individually.

tools. These wrappers changed the way developers built software. Just as containers made deploying software across different environments easier, PETs made deploying software safer. The assumption that data is safe and private when shared changed the Cloud and Machine Learning markets, and in doing so, ushered in one of the largest markets in history: collaborative computing.
Application 1: Partnership-enhanced Cloud

As mentioned in the previous section, the cloud is still big business. Likely, a trillion-dollar business a year soon. Confidential cloud, or as Gartner have termed it: privacy-enhancing computation will become a major growth segment in the next few years\(^3\). The Confidential Computing Consortium is already using this use case to promote the use of TEEs\(^4\). Run by the Linux Foundation and including every large cloud provider such as Alibaba, Baidu, Google Cloud, Microsoft, and Tencent, the consortium all views this use case as a business driver throughout the 2020s. Even if the consortium fails in its objectives, its existence shows how important these companies see confidential computing in the Cloud.

There are plenty of security concerns which have cast doubt on the security guarantees of TEEs. So, we expect highly sensitive tasks to combine TEE execution with other PET tools such as homomorphic encryption and MPC for additional guarantees, especially in the security and defence industries. Software-based cryptography like verified computing may well be cheaper and certainly more flexible in the long-term, but hardware-based TEEs are good enough today. As virtualized TEE execution gets easier and more widely offered, it will be harder for software-only solutions to win customers despite having better security credentials. TEEs have the advantage over techniques like FHE and MPC that also address the untrusted outsourcing problem in that they are application specific. Simply, the product is an easier sell. Ultimately, because of path dependency or institutional inertia, good enough today wins over better tomorrow. The outstanding question regarding confidential cloud computing is how much processing needs to be confidential? The answer may well be a function of cost; how quickly competition and economies of scale bring down TEE costs may well drive the growth of this segment. The fact that all the biggest technology companies are involved in the space suggests the future for TEEs and confidential cloud is bright.

\(^{2030\text{ Prediction}}\)

- Partnership-enhanced cloud is the largest segments of the Cloud market, with all vendors offering TEE-based environments. The TEE market expanded considerably, as hardware costs continued to be driven downwards, almost all


devices operating at the edge by 2030 have a TEE.

- Software-based cryptography such as MPC, FHE, and zero-knowledge, despite cost and performance improvements in the 2020s, are used sparingly for the vast majority of cloud environments as sunk costs on TEE workflows reduced the demand for incremental improvements. Customers who are happy to pay for a 10x security improvement along some dimension like Government and defence, will be avid consumers of FHE. Cybersecurity became a major national security concern after almost daily ransomware attacks and hacks, communication networks and other critical infrastructure invested heavily in cryptography as one layer of defence against adversaries.

- PETs won’t change the cloud value chain. Buyers will continue to select cloud vendors based on cost, convenience and security. And with the major players already offering TEEs to improve their security credentials, it’s difficult to see new entrants competing on cost or convenience. Disruption, if it comes, will likely come after 2030 with a shift from a client-server model to a peer-to-peer model. The seeds of this ultimate disruption can already be seen in a nascent stage in the cryptocurrency market, especially experiments with peer-to-peer markets from computing resources.

Application 2: Partnership-enhanced Machine Learning

Data quality and availability (and computational cost at the cutting edge) will increasingly restrain machine learning development at the cutting-edge. Few companies can find new ways to acquire ever more data, especially as the political environment turns frosty to unconstrained data collection. Google, with Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC) and others are already innovating in the federated learning space to retain access to data at the edge. Not only does federated learning provide new data for algorithms, but it also has the PR benefit

---


of ‘protecting privacy’. Cybersecurity risks are reduced by not moving local data over the Internet and aggregating it all on a central server. The objective of machine learning isn’t to collect data, it’s to make accurate predictions. Collecting data is a byproduct. It’s not only federated learning offering the potential for better machine learning while protecting privacy. Homomorphic encryption, if configured correctly, analyses ciphertext and makes accurate predictions. Local differential privacy limits the personal data aggregated in central repositories. These processes are likely to be combined over the next few years, avoiding the need to decrypt or move data from edge devices. Adding MPC could further reduce the risk of using third-party processors by splitting the model output across different parties. Regardless of the particular combination of tools, the use of privacy-preserving machine learning tools will grow because it allows for the analysis of more data from more places across devices and parties.

Bringing any technique close to cost and performance parity with machine learning on plaintext will mean vast investment. But considering the rewards, it’s already happening. In an effort to head off serious antitrust litigation and consumer backlash, Internet platforms like Google and Facebook are investing in tools to yes, protect privacy but really to protect their business model. Expect to see federated learning as the weapon of choice for incumbents.

### 2030 Prediction

- Widespread use of PETs, specifically (and from a taxonomy perspective, controversially) federated learning, by the major Internet companies broadly placates political and consumer privacy concerns. Expect plenty of “Giving you your data back” and “Nothing leaves your smart glasses” slogans.

- Federated learning became the dominant tool for privacy-preserving machine learning and machine learning at the edge, enabling the collection of more data without changing the underlying data value chain, and without addressing the larger issue of control and governance of trained models. When it comes to machine learning in the cloud, FHE has become a de facto standard for many types of secure inference especially highly regulated industries such as advertising, healthcare, financial and defence industries where in the cost of security breaches is now extremely high.

- The machine learning value chain is basically the same as in 2020 with the early leaders in machine learning

---

7 Although it seems that for FLoC in particular, the market has seen through these claims and rejected the particular Google approach.
learning, maintaining their advantage. Disruption may still come in the late 2020s or early 2030s from legislative action that requires collaborative ownership or at collaborative governance of machine learning models used for critical infrastructure. Any market-led change in the value chain will come from a change in leading-edge AI approaches away from data-hungry techniques like deep learning to things like one-shot learning, reinforcement learning and more Gaussian processes.

**Application 3: Collaborative Computing**

Unlike the Cloud and machine learning which are already established markets and improved by PETs, data collaboration is a use case fully enabled by PETs. This new market is enabled by solving a number of problems including outsourcing risk, personal data processing, and data liability. Once these problems are addressed to a reasonably high level, sending datasets for processing to any geography, partner or competitor will be second nature. Some companies and teams already engage in limited collaboration, but the data owner has no technical guarantee of privacy instead relying on legal agreements and trusting service providers. Corporate data management is, to a large extent, limited and bounded by compliance and SLAs. The risk associated with data leakage is too significant to invest resources in innovating in the data collaboration space, especially if PII is involved. So, there is certainly a load of data sitting unused.

According to estimates, connecting data across institutional and geographic boundaries could create roughly $3 trillion annually in economic value by 2020. Once data can be processed by anyone, anywhere in the world, security moves down to the protocol level rather than the legal or regulatory level. That is the future. Today, the challenge for vendors using PETs as a differentiating feature is buyers want the fastest, cheapest and easiest-to-use data collaboration software. PETs add cost and complexity. Data analysts are used to working with and querying raw plaintext data. Today’s mental model is to bring all data in one place and then figure out what questions to ask later.

---


Collaborative computing is the market that will emerge once PETs are widely used.

**2030 Prediction**
- Collaborative computing is the largest new market as organisations calculate the benefits outweighing the adoption costs. The market emerges from the deployment of PETs to reduce business risk in the mid 2020s.
- As an unserved market, early movers in the market will benefit substantially. Internal data collaboration will be the most straightforward pitch in the short term. Once deployed, the benefits of PETs mean that corporate or geographic boundaries are no longer a barrier. Homomorphic encryption, in particular FHE for specific use cases, will get close enough to performance parity to processing in-the-clear that performance trade-offs are less of a barrier. Zero-knowledge proofs are cheap enough to be used widely to verify computing tasks, in particular, in IoT environments, enabling machine-to-machine interactions and trading to occur with limited human oversight.
- By 2030, collaborative computing has merged two distinct segments from the early 2020s: internal data collaboration and external data collaboration. Internal data collaboration similar to Intranets of the 1990s flourished as organisations used different PETs to create workflows to connect data sources. As these tools matured and businesses, especially the legal and compliance teams, became comfortable, Intranets connected to the larger network of external data markets. Data marketplaces in which individuals, corporates, machines and Government’s trade data securely could be the second largest ICT market after the Cloud.
Part 2
Tomorrow
Market Drivers

If you are wondering how we get to the wonderful world of collaborative computing, I salute your curiosity, you will be rewarded in this section.

The reality is as of 2021, the PET market is still very small, despite many of the tools being around for decades. Over the next 10 years we expect five trends to drive adoption. We haven’t included public sentiment in our forecasting. A poorly explained update to WhatsApp’s terms of service in January 2021, led to privacy-focused messaging apps, Signal and Telegram to gain 7.5 million and 25 million respectively. Apple continues to use privacy as a competitive differentiator for its products and services. And DuckDuckGo raised $100m+ in 2020. The last few years has seen a host of other privacy-differentiated products hit the market. These are strong signals that privacy is becoming more important to consumers. “Privacy sceptics have dominated the discussion about online privacy for too long. Sure people care about privacy, but they’ll never do anything about it. It’s time to lay this bad take to rest” as a recent blog post from DuckDuckGo put it. Despite the obvious narrative change and growth from a low base on the consider side, selling privacy to enterprise is still a challenging proposition. Privacy may have moved up slightly in the list of preferences when selecting vendors and buying software but cost, convenience and ease of use will continue to be more important. A clearer driver for corporates which is both shaping and being shaped by public sentiment is regulation, which we turn to first.

Compliance

GDPR created the enterprise privacy market, and the CCA strengthened it. Further regulation from the EU, such as the ePrivacy regulation (ePR) will continue the market growth. By 2023, data privacy regulations will cover 65% of the global population. As companies invest in compliance software, they’ll get a deeper understanding of their data security liabilities. Regulation won’t force companies to use PETs. But as data management practices are improved, data processing becomes the weak link. A compliance value proposition should be a faster way to sell into the enterprise.

---

Privacy and security regulation is the Calendly link to the first zoom call. The account director can upsell over time as the procurement process is established and the vendor-buyer relationship strengthens. The risk is that a product that is pitched as a compliance tool cannot break out of that silo and tap into budgets in other more strategic business units. But having a vendor relationship with a client certainly establishes credibility which is the hardest nut to crack in enterprise sales, so on balance, with PET-based products demonstrating value is probably more important than who is the first buyer within a customer. As companies clamber to be complaint, PETs have a window of opportunity.

“Quantum computing and blockchains might be cool, but do you know what’s really cool? A trillion dollar a year market.”

Cloud Migration

The Cloud has been a trend in the ICT industry for the past ten years or more, but it’s worth reflection. According to the Economist, the share of IT spending going to the Cloud is approaching 10%, already amounting to an annual market of $240 billion. With expected annual growth rates of nearly 20%, it could reach $1 trillion before long. Quantum computing and blockchains might be cool, but do you know what’s really cool? A trillion dollar a year market. And the migration of computing systems to the Cloud is nowhere near complete. Some non-core business processes and workflows have already migrated, and SaaS tools deployed, but now we are left with the hard stuff. Core business processes, commercially sensitive data, and databases of personal data. The sort of thing that poses material business and compliance risk. The solution? Stronger service-level agreements (SLAs) may go some way. But we need tools to prove correctly executed processing without decrypting the data. This gives customers a mathematical guarantee rather than a legal one. Businesses are still run on SLAs and legal contracts and we don’t expect that to go away. But companies that want to reduce legal costs and liability will look to PET-based products.

Digital Ecosystems

There is an unmet need in the market for different stakeholders to work on the same data collectively. The need to collaborate on data and the tools to help do it, fit under the umbrella term digital ecosystems. There are many ways to try and solve this problem such as consortia agreements, trust frameworks and other multilateral agreements. But each of these are structured as costly legal agreements and even more costly enforcement. As good as legal

agreements are, they are inevitably complex and introduce overhead for start-ups and under resourced organisations operating with data. We expect software to replace much of these legal contracts over the next 10 years. As it does, digital ecosystems with programmable and cheap data sharing rules will come to dominate the market.

For digital ecosystems to reach their full potential, we will need data sharing to be simpler and baked right into the software itself. This is most obvious with data used for machine learning. Companies have collected lots of data so they can find patterns and make predictions. In the never ending search for more data, data supply chains have extended. Different individuals, teams, and organisations bring different skills, datasets, cleaning tools, frameworks, and models together to generate insights and predictions\(^\text{15}\). Getting all this under one roof is getting ever harder, especially when it comes to machine learning engineers. PETs enable multiple parties to collaborate on the same data without falling foul of regulators or increasing risk by leaking personal data. The environment looks more like an ecosystem of services rather than an in-house data workflow\(^\text{16}\). The need to work effectively with data has been key driver of an ecosystem environment\(^\text{17}\). But a digital ecosystem can only work when sharing is seamless and costless; meaning tools to ensure data is confidential and private.

**PETs as Civic Technology**

People working on PET R&D motivated by civic duty as much commercial gain. Privacy technologies occupy a unique space between private and public goods, an inherently political space. Developers inspired to build tools to protect privacy are motivated more by protecting individual freedom than becoming millionaires. This is particularly relevant because the privacy tools have continued to attract academic interest and technical development at levels not consistent with market demand. We view projects like Solid as a civic technology. Unlike the cryptocurrency market with quick riches and lambs, civic technology doesn't offer the same financial rewards. But what it lacks in money, it makes up for in reputational and social good benefits. Much like the thousands of Wikipedians doing diligent work for the community rather than for riches\(^\text{18}\). It’s also worth noting that many

---


\(^{16}\) Orange Business Services. (n.d.). *Growth of ecosystems in an innovation-driven world*. [online] Available at:


cryptographers and entrepreneurs see privacy as their life’s mission and work. More so than market opportunity, mission-driven entrepreneurs are more likely to build sustainable and successful businesses. The result is PETs have developed ahead of the market, not as a result of an identified commercial problem but to address the social challenge of widespread surveillance and the loss of individual freedoms on the Internet. This social problem and technologists search for solutions will be a core driver of PETs.

“Developers inspired to build tools to protect privacy are motivated more by protecting individual freedom than becoming millionaires”.

Cryptocurrency Market
Civic tech-adjacent is the cryptocurrency market, a techno-political project is there ever was one. The cryptocurrency market is a testbed for cryptographic innovations and more specifically privacy-enhancing technologies. Many cryptographers are working in the space partly because it offers real-world implementations of their work, the potential riches probably don’t hurt either. The cryptocurrency market is experimenting quickly with privacy tools like zero-knowledge, MPC, and TEEs. It makes sense because blockchains are publicly viewable, and cryptocurrency users want confidential transactions and applications using smart contracts. There is a real problem to solve, and a willing customer for those who can solve it. And not just solve it to tick a compliance box, but to really solve it in a highly adversarial environment. Cryptocurrency users are some of the only users for which security is a higher priority than usability or cost. So, the issue of buyer sophistication is less of a restraint as is it with enterprise buyers which we discuss later in the paper. The cryptocurrency market offers a first home for many PET-based products to launch and grow.

The civic tech and the cryptocurrency drivers mean PETs will mature faster than would be expected if you were to just look at commercial or consumer interest today.
Market Restraints

There are some restraints that will inevitably slow PET adoption. Some of these restraints such as education, talent, and performance are common to most, if not all, nascent technologies. Integration challenges and buyer sophistication are, however, relatively novel and potentially a serious impediment to PET deployment.

Lack of Market Education

As mentioned, buyers in enterprise settings assess PETs as privacy tools; aside from GDPR, they don’t have a privacy problem. So, there is still a lot of work to be done to educate mainstream buyers on the benefits of PETs. The real challenge isn’t so much educating buyers on the ins and outs of homomorphic encryption, but more prosaically, why cybersecurity is important beyond compliance. Even if the value proposition is clear and a real need, the big challenge is the technical complexity of PETs. Organisations lack the talent to assess offerings and vendors, resulting in long sales cycles and multi-year pilots. This challenge is known as data literacy in the German Data Strategy. Many start-ups waste valuable time on corporate education and risk creating consulting businesses to service client needs. We expect market education to accelerate as

Google, AWS and other cloud vendors deploy TEEs and federated learning.

Lack of Talent

To develop, scale and ship PETs, a developer needs a deep background in cryptography. This problem is not uncommon with developing tools and technologies, but many PETs have been around for decades. The simple fact is that cryptography is hard, and few people do it well. And we haven’t seen the required increase in the number of cryptography students in the past few years. Academic development continues to come from the same world-class teams at ETH Zurich, EPFL, KU Leuven, The University of Edinburgh and The Max Planck Institute. Unlike software engineering, cryptography is still very much an academic discipline with individuals working on cutting-edge research problems that are often quite disconnected from the market's reality. It is common for theoretical cryptography to over-serve the market on the dimension of security. Whereas usability, cost, and ease of integration are concerns rarely considered by academia. It’s not just a lack of cryptography talent holding adoption back, but the lack of product people and entrepreneurs that can understand the technical side and take cutting-edge cryptography to
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market. Notable exceptions exist. But a lack of talent is a limiting factor on the number of start-ups innovating and bringing products to market.

**Difficult Integration**

PETs aren't just difficult to understand for the average buyer; they are challenging to use for advanced technical users, too. Most PETs, excluding synthetic data or TEEs, lack developer tools like easy-to-use libraries and frameworks. Few organisations employ cryptographers that cannot just use the tools, but also tweak them. Distributed techniques like MPC use distributed architectures rather than the traditional client-server architecture. Few developers are used to working with distributed systems and will require upskilling. Even with employees that understand PETs, a further challenge comes from integrating them with existing software and agile software development practices. Changing one part of the software stack means the privacy guarantees of the solution change; resulting in more development work to tweak the software again. Worse than that, if Google decides to change the API or library the solution uses, that means more bespoke work to ensure the privacy guarantees remain the same. Therefore, we can expect the simplest of PETs such as TEEs and synthetic data that work smoothly with existing practices to have the upper hand in terms of adoption in the short-term. In the medium to long term, widespread adoption of PETs might require changes in software development away from agile and microservices.

**Poor Performance**

PETs are not new. They have been around in some form or another since the 1990s. The work has primarily been on reducing the cost overhead. Working on ciphertext instead of plaintext will always suffer from some cost in performance and usability. The academic work is to reduce the costs to the point at which the trade-off for getting the benefits outweigh the costs. Some applications like fraud analytics, management of cryptographic keys, and private transactions for blockchains are ideal use cases because the performance trade-off is worth the privacy and security trade-offs. Just like complexity, the cost advantages of synthetic data and TEEs over alternatives like homomorphic encryption and zero-knowledge proofs will give them an adoption advantage.
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*Some applications like fraud analytics, management of cryptographic keys, and private transactions for blockchains are ideal use cases because the performance trade-off is worth the privacy and security trade-offs*
Lack of Buyer Sophistication

A significant determinant of the market's growth will be to what extent the value proposition of private computing resonates with the market. A privacy or confidential computing offering doesn't operate in a vacuum; companies already use data analytics and cloud services that claim to be secure. These services have the benefit of inertia and default. The most straightforward pitch is to offer a cheaper service, although for PETs that is unlikely. So, the buyer needs to be sophisticated enough to differentiate between genuinely secure offerings and alternatives on the security front. And on the data analytics front, the buyer needs to understand and value the opportunity to process data with PII and access more data from inside and outside the company. It is therefore likely that we will see different PETs adopted in different industries based on their level of sophistication. A caveat is the less the privacy side of the value proposition is played up, and the more the data collaboration part is sold, then the less of an issue this becomes.
Part 3
Today
PET Solutions

So, there you have it. In 2030, we will be living in a world in which everybody and every machine is sharing data with abandon.

There are plenty of restraints but there are some strong headwinds driving market growth. As discussed in part 1, there are five main problems PETs address: data liability, outsourcing risk, processing PII, collective processing and data acquisition. In this last section, I want to get practical. I want to think through which techniques can be used to address these risks.

Differential Privacy
Differential privacy (DP) is a system for publicly sharing information about a dataset by describing patterns while withholding information about individuals in the dataset. An algorithm is differentially private if by looking at the output, one cannot tell whether any individual’s data was included in the original dataset.20

As an anonymisation technique, it is primarily useful for processing personal data. Local differential privacy, that is, each user adds noise to their dataset before the central aggregation stage, e.g.
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Federated Learning
Federated learning (FL) is a machine learning technique to train an algorithm across multiple distributed datasets without the need to exchange them.

Federated learning isn’t really designed to protect privacy, rather it’s a by-product. It can address issues of data liability and the processing of personal data\(^{22}\) by just not collecting the data in a central place. Fewer data are moved from local devices and aggregated, resulting in less cybersecurity risk on the processor side. Doing the learning on the device and only sending back a trained model also removes the risk of collecting, storing and analysing personal data. However, the main reason for using federated learning is to access more data to train a machine learning model. FL has the added advantage of being able to collect more data because it doesn’t ever need to move the data from the local device or server. And this “the data never leaves your device” proposition makes data owners more comfortable in sharing their data. FL, like most other PETs, is rarely deployed on its own. Production systems generally combine with other tools like differential privacy and MPC.\(^{23}\) There are concerns however that FL only half solves privacy concerns because it doesn’t address the data outsourcing problem. This may be a fair criticism in isolation; however, the trend is to combine FL with other PETs in production to provide robust privacy guarantees.

Homomorphic Encryption (HE)
Homomorphic encryption is the property of some encryption schemes making it possible to compute encrypted data without deciphering it. Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) supports both additions and multiplications, with partial homomorphic encryption (PHE) supporting only additions or only multiplications; and somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE) only a limited number of both additions and multiplications.

HE has the potential to address many of the risk problems and offer the opportunity to pool and analyse shared datasets. If HE reaches performance parity with processing data in plaintext, data owners can encrypt data at source and process data anywhere and with anyone. HE is already reaching performance parity without any special hardware acceleration for targeted use cases such as the recent password breach feature from Microsoft.\(^{24}\)

\(^{23}\) Bonawitz, K., Eichner, H., Grieskamp, W., Huba, D., Ingerman, A., Ivanov, V., Kiddon, C., Konečný, J., Mazzocchi, S., McMahan, H., Overveldt, T., Petrou, D.,

\(^{24}\) Microsoft Research. (2021). Password Monitor: Safeguarding passwords in Microsoft Edge. [online] Available at: https://www.microsoft.com/en-
Performance parity with traditional computing is unlikely in general, but we can expect more deployments of FHE for specific applications. Unlike federated learning, data acquisition isn't the primary goal of HE. Still, by never decrypting the underlying data, it is not a leap to imagine increased data owners’ willingness to share data for processing. HE has the potential to remove the requirement to trust data processors, with the obvious caveat that the processor should not be able to see the processing output, and so even HE must be combined with output obfuscation tools like DP.

**Multi-party Computation (MPC)**

MPC is a set of protocols allowing distributed computation on combined data without the different parties revealing any private inputs. MPC protocols include private information retrieval (PIR) allowing users to query a database whilst hiding the identity of the data retrieved and private set intersection (PSI) where two parties compare datasets to find commonalities without revealing the data to each other.

The benefits of MPC are the ability to split up and combine data and processing tasks limiting any party’s control. From an outsourcing perspective, splitting up computing tasks across multi-parties is more secure than sending it all to one processor.

From a collective processing perspective, these protocols allow multi-parties to pool inputs or share an output without revealing each other's inputs. The first practical application of MPC was back in 2008²⁵ and we are yet to see widespread use of the technology outside of key management solutions such as Unbound and Sepior. Much of this is due to the complexity of the tooling, but some of it will also be because organisations are unwilling to experiment with distributed technologies and the new workflows and development practices that they require.

**Synthetic Data**

Synthetic data generation is a set of artificial data derived from a source set. Generating the synthetic data preserves the real data's characteristics while protecting the personal or sensitive information present in the original data.

Exactly how close the synthetic data preserves the original data's characteristics depends on the design on the solution²⁶. Still, it is a good enough solution for many businesses that want to reduce data liability and analyse the personal data they have stored but can’t currently analyse. Note, synthetic data
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can as a consequence of helping clean datasets reduce data liability, but it doesn’t directly address data liability. The data is still collected with synthetic data and an organisation still must be a custodian of it.

**Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)**
A TEE is the isolated part of secure processors that allow the isolation of secret code from the rest of the software running on a system to achieve confidentiality of the data.

TEEs aim to secure the outsourcing of program execution. Instead of trusting the third-party to perform a computation, a user uses a TEE that provides additional confidentiality guarantees. Security researchers have raised concerns around the limits of those guarantees\(^\text{27}\); however, the solution looks to be good enough for most companies. 95% of users will make security trade-offs against cost and usability, and side channel attack risk\(^\text{28}\) will be, in most cases outside of defence, a trade-off worth making. It’s true that TEEs don’t protect against data sovereign concerns, and the limits of the TEE market will be bound by the extent to which data sovereignty becomes a predominant concern. TEEs are not the be all and end all for secure and private computing, but they solve one problem well, and that fact makes selling it that much easier. One particular issue to note however is the tendency to perform ever more processing inside the TEE itself which increases the security risk. The market will find a balance, likely stripping back the operations that actually take place inside TEEs to the minimum, which in turn reduces the number of workloads suitable for and therefore market size for TEE processing.

**Verifiable Computing**
Verifiable computing enables a computer to offload the computation of a function, to other perhaps untrusted clients, while maintaining verifiable results.

A useful way to think about this is as verifiable outsourcing. TEEs can be considered a type of verifiable computing that requires specific hardware. An ideal verifiable computing environment would be one completely software-based that doesn’t require specific hardware. The most likely route to practice software-based verifiable computing is using FHE or probabilistically checkable proofs, but
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Looking ahead 10 years, the challenge for software-only verifiable computing is to become orders of magnitude cheaper, faster or easier to use than already widely used TEE-based alternatives.

**Zero-knowledge Protocols (ZK)**

Zero-knowledge protocols are methods by which one party can prove to another party that they know value x, without revealing any information apart from the fact that the statement is true. For example, a prover can prove to a verifier that they graduated in 2009 without disclosing which university.

It can be argued that zero-knowledge is a subset of verifiable computing but adds the condition that the underlying data was private. Zero-knowledge protocols essentially allow transactions to occur with the disclosure of the minimum amount of personal data possible. ZK is the embodiment of data minimization, a stark contrast to transactions today where the verifier receives an abundance of personal information to verify only one or two details. This technique fits within the border privacy-by-design and data minimisation trends advocated by consumer privacy groups and regulators. These techniques are in their infancy, but when deployed, businesses can substantially reduce their data liability. Zero knowledge can also be combined with a HE or MPC engine to prove that the engine did what was asked of it. In this sense, zero-knowledge can be thought of as a proof tool, something that can be added to a whole host of software to verify the correctness of the computations. The trade-off today is that it’s expensive and time-consuming to generate these proofs, at least in large-scale systems. However, there is a lot of work going on to accelerate the proof generation both in hardware and software, led in particular by the cryptocurrency market.
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Collective processing and data acquisition FTW

Of the five risks: data liability, outsourcing risk, processing PII, collective processing and data acquisition, the first three aren’t transformational problems. They help a company be compliant with the law, improve security, and maybe act as a competitive differentiator for the privacy-conscious customer segment. But it’s collective processing and data acquisition that are gamechangers.

By making it easier to confidentially pool data for processing, smaller companies lacking in machine learning capacity can collectively train large deep learning models and benefit from the trained model outputs. This reduces the costs of doing cutting-edge machine learning and will drive even faster progress in AI deployment. Adjacently, tools that make it easier to train models on distributed datasets open up new sources of training data supply for deep learning algorithms. MPC and federated learning are the most likely candidates to solve these problems. Homomorphic encryption is not explicitly designed to make collective processing or data acquisition easier, but address these challenges as a by-product of enabling processing on encrypted data.

“By making it easier to confidentially pool data for processing, smaller companies lacking in machine learning capacity can collectively train large deep learning models and collectively benefit from the trained model outputs”
Conclusion

Privacy-enhancing technologies will have a profound impact on the technology industry. Not only will they support the emergence of partnership-enhanced cloud and partnership-enhanced machine learning, transforming two of the most important technology trends of this century. They will enable the growth of the largest new market in the 2020s: collaborative computing. A computing paradigm in which data can be sent anywhere for confidential and collective processing. This environment will allow individual, corporate and machine data to be traded like just stocks on global marketplaces opening up new business models and disrupting the computing value chain in the same way the Internet has.

Big claims require big evidence, and I have walked through the inevitability of this scenario. Collaborative computing is the logical consequence of the widespread deployment of privacy-enhancing technologies. PETs deployment will be driven by five major market drivers: compliance, cloud migration, digital ecosystems, civic technology, and the cryptocurrency market. The market will grow despite strong market restraints, like the lack of market education, lack of talent, difficult integration, poor performance, and lack of buyer sophistication.

But people don’t buy things because of trends. They have problems that need to fix. So, tangibly when it comes to adoption today: PETs are seen mainly as cryptographic tools to reduce risk, specifically data liability, outsourcing risk, processing PII. But as outlined they do far more. In particular, they enable two really important processes: collective processing and data acquisition. Today it is not well understood that PETs can address these processes, and we propose a term to help the market grok the opportunities: partnership-enhancing technologies. When collective processing and data acquisition are addressed, entirely new data collaboration applications will be unlocked reducing the costs of data processing and machine learning, and open up avenues for new data-based business models.

To make this collaborative computing vision a reality, we have some recommendations for founders, investors and policymakers. Founders need to sell increased revenues, not the technology. Be clear exactly which problems are being solved: data liability, personal data processing, risk of outsourcing to third parties, collective processing, or data acquisition, and why your answer is the right balance of security, cost and performance is the most efficient solution. If you want to tap into the bigger opportunity: sell collaboration not
privacy. Investors should understand PETs in the context of borderless digital infrastructure for the Cloud and machine learning, effectively tools that can grow the market for most software today. And policymakers should think of PETs as tools to support open societies and digital free trade. More specifically these tools can be a programmatic complement for regulation offering the potential to close the gap between the speed of innovation and the speed of regulation. Using PETs to augment laws, has the advantage of protecting privacy but also encouraging innovation and economic growth.

“Collaborative computing enabled by partnership-enhancing technologies is the future of computing. It doesn't matter if you are shaping the future with code, money or policy, get in touch to shape it together.”